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William P. ATKINSON. Baptism in the Spirit: Luke-Acts and theDunn
Debate. Foreword by Robert W. Graves. Eugene, OR, Pickwick Publi-
cations, 2011. (15×23), IX-154 p. ISBN 978-1-060899-971-2. $19.00.
Few are those amongst us who can boast to have been made the subject of an 
entire monograph. James Dunn is among the few exceptions. Actually the book 
does not offer a full survey of the reception of Dunn’s views in the broader schol-
arly community, but rather focuses on how these were received, or better, not 
received, in Pentecostal circles. Dunn had laid out his thesis in his Cambridge 
PhD which was published in 1970: early Christianity held the view that “the 
baptism in the Holy Spirit occurred at and, in fact, effected conversion in the 
believer”, as R. Graves formulates it in the Foreword (VII). Many Pentecostals 
have taken issue with this position, as it runs counter to their belief that such a 
baptism took place only after one had converted into the Christian community.
In five chapters, William Atkinson, the author of a monograph on The“Spiritual
Death”ofJesus:APentecostalInvestigation (Leiden, Brill, 2009), presents the 
origins of the debate, lists the criticism Pentecostal scholars have mounted against 
Dunn (and in this respect is willing also to criticise some of the critics – see pp. 113-
114), discusses the various alternatives they have proposed – all of this mainly on 
the basis of the evidence in Luke-Acts, then turns to what evidence there might 
be in Paul and John on this issue, and ends by briefly sketching the importance of 
the motif of the baptism in the Spirit for contemporary baptism theology on the 
basis of a brief interpretation of the relevant material in Acts. Overall, this has 
resulted in a balanced review, though ultimately Atkinson, perhaps not surprisingly, 
stays in his fold. Whether he also has provided “a superior perspective of the 
biblical writers”, as the author of the Foreword says, remains to be seen. In this 
respect it is important to note that Atkinson, even while giving in that 1 Cor 12,13 
is strong evidence for Dunn’s position, then takes back of this agreement by also 
adding, “What has not yet been indicated is whether Paul perhaps wrote of two 
Spirit receptions elsewhere” (100), though he ends by saying he cannot go into 
this any further in the framework of this volume. It may give the impression that 
“something” could be found to fight Dunn’s position also on Paul, but that 
“something” is still waiting to be discovered. However, it may well never be 
found. But I leave it here, in the strong conviction that James Dunn does not need 
the help of any reviewer to state and defend his case.
J. VERHEYDEN
Matthew S. RINDGE. Jesus’ParableoftheRichFool:Lk12:13-34among
AncientConversationsonDeathandPossessions (SBL Early Chris-
tianity and Its Literature, 6). Atlanta, GA, SBL, 2011. (15×23), XIX-
299 p. ISBN 978-1-5898-3614-3. $36.95.
This monograph is a revised version of the author’s PhD dissertation entitled 
“Illustrating Wisdom: Luke 12:16-21 and the Interplay of Death and Possessions 
in Sapiential Literature” (Emory University, 2008). In the first chapter Rindge 
surveys studies on Luke 12,16-21, most of which narrowly revolve on the theme 
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of greed seen through a prophetic lens despite the parable’s allusions to wisdom 
literature (e.g. Qoh 8,15; Sir 11,14-19; 1Enoch97,8-10). A few compare and 
contrast the parable with related Jewish and Greco-Roman texts, but they have 
failed to discuss the interplay between death and possessions (cf. v. 20). Given 
the presence of some significant wisdom elements, such as the term parabolè 
(12,16a), the rich man’s soliloquy (12,17-19), and the label “fool” (12,20a), 
Rindge focuses on this aspect of the parable, particularly on the interplay between 
death and possessions, situating it within broader inter-textual conversations on 
this topic.
Rindge proceeds by first discussing the interplay between death and posses-
sions in four Jewish texts (Qoheleth, Ben Sirah, 1Enoch, and the Testamentof
Abraham). In the face of the inevitability of death and its uncertain timing, these 
texts offer six possibilities on how to properly manage possessions: enjoyment, 
generosity, gifts to God, alms, hospitality, and will/inheritance (chapters 2 and 3). 
In chapter 4 Rindge substantiates these possibilities with two Greco-Roman texts 
(Lucian’s Dialogues of theDead and Seneca’s MoralEpistles), both of which 
argue that “death frequently functions as an opportunity to reframe […] how pos-
sessions are understood, valued, and used” (157). 
The following three chapters discuss how the parable, as well as its immediate 
literary context (12,13-34), “illustrates, participates in, and reconfigures this Sec-
ond Temple conversation regarding the intersection of death and possession” 
(160). In chapter 5, Rindge shows how the rich man fails to do the six possibilities 
of proper use of possessions in the light of his mortality. The man’s limited imag-
ination, manifested in his sole aim of enjoying his goods, justifies the epithet 
“fool”. In chapter 6, he elaborates the rich man’s folly which is tersely defined 
as gathering treasures for oneself and not being rich toward God (12,21), in stark 
contrast with the God-centered wisdom in 12,22-34 which emphasizes trusting in 
God’s generosity (12,22-31) and giving alms as wise use of possessions (12,32-
34). In chapter 7, Rindge shows how Luke has appropriated the motif of death 
and possession into his “own theological, existential and ethical concerns” (217), 
focusing on two issues: the dilemma of honestly acquired surplus and the function 
of anxiety in the interaction of death and possessions. 
Chapter 8 compares the parable with its version in the Gospel of Thomas 63, 
and the former is shown to be distinct in terms of formulation and context, spe-
cifically with regard to the role of the land, the focus on the just acquisition of 
surplus, and the role of God as a character. In chapter 9 Rindge summarizes his 
study and recommends more focus on sapiential motifs and rhetorical strategies 
in the study of Lukan parables.
Rindge’s emphasis on the sapiential lens in reading the parable as informed by 
a systematic presentation of Second Temple literature on death and possessions is 
a significant innovation in scholarship on Luke 12,16-31. His approach could have 
turned out to be even more convincing had he thoroughly discussed how most 
interpreters have used almost entirely the prophetic lens to the neglect of the 
former. Rindge’s recommendation to look for a wisdom lens in interpreting other 
Lukan parables is worth pursuing for it will certainly enrich the study of Luke’s 
approach towards enjoyment, almsgiving, etc. More specifically, a sapiential read-
ing will probably also move forward scholarship on the Rich Man and Lazarus 
(16,19-31), which likewise contains the intertwined motif of death and possession. 
L.N. ERVITE
